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Last Wednesday of every month* at 7pm
S n a c k s a nd c o ﬀ e e a v a i l a b l e
*EXCEPT JULY AND DECEMBER

The Spokane Walleye Club’s End of the Season Campout
All members are welcome, (except for you know who).
Join your fellow club members at Ft. Spokane (down by the bridge) for the last club camp-out of 2012.
Bring your RV, tent, or just a fart sack.
No charge for camping.
Site available starting on Thursday, September 6th,
and must be vacated by mid Monday, September, 10th.
Bring your boat or just yourself. We’ll all be going fishing to see if anyone can even find a fish, and/or
bag the biggest and most walleye on Saturday.
Join the potluck dinner on Saturday evening
and potluck breakfast on Sunday morning.
Bring a dish and your appetite as well. Hope to see you there!

If you know your way around the nuts and bolts of a website, the club needs your talents as a
part-time volunteer webmaster. Please let George Allen or another club official know if you
can offer any skilled assistance in this area. We need some help keeping things up to date.
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It’s been a sad summer for us, as Tom Burgner lost his battle with cancer
on July 12th. Tom was a past board member, Webmaster, & head cook for
the club shrimp boil. He will be missed by us all. Rest In Peace Tom.
Our tournament is over and plans are already being started for next year so
volunteer to help out. Thank You to all that helped make this years tournament a success.

A special THANKS to:
our Director and announcer, Mr.

Chuck DeBruin

Marks Marine & LUND boats,
Cabelas,
Fetha-Stix,
Whites,
Macks Lures,
Tripp Distributing & Budweiser,
and all of our other sponsors.
The dog days of summer are here. Does this mean we put away our tackle
until fall? I don’t think so! This is the time for some evening and night
fishing pulling crank-baits across the face of the dam on Banks Lake at
Coulee City, or in the shallows in Lake Roosevelt. This is also a good time
to explore new areas, like Lyons Ferry for some multi-species action.
For a great day on the water be sure to check out the Balls & Chain Walleye Tournament to benefit the Casey McKern Pay It Foreword Foundation
on Sept. 22nd. I’ll guarantee it’s the most fun you can have in a boat this
summer. See page 10 in this issue for contacts and a link to complete information..
Be sure to attend one or all of our many upcoming events! The Fall Campout & Fish Day Sept. 14-17 at the Ft. Spokane Group Campground, The
2nd Annual Walleye Cook Off at our General Club Meeting on Sept. 26th
and The annual C.A.S.T. For Kids event at Clear Lake on Sept. 29th.

PUBLISHER & EDITOR

Sam Henrichs

cryoman@q.com
reports@spokanewalleyeclub.com

509‐533‐5018
509‐638‐7124 mobile and text
Submission deadline for the Nov– Dec
issue of this news‐le er is

Thank you,
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September 2012
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1
Don’t miss your chance to volunteer for the CAST for Kids event on the 29th.
Contact Julie Brabham at (509) 742‐0618 or julieloveswalleye@yahoo.com

2

3

Holiday

Labor

Wknd

Day

9

10

4

5

7

8
Fish Out and

Saturday

11

Potluck

12

13

14

15

20

21

22

Last day for
early registration for Balls
and Chain

Sunday

16

17

18

23

19
Board

02:11
New Moon

24

25

26
Walleye Cook
Off

30
03:19
Full Moon

Balls and Chain
Tournament
Kettle Falls

Meeting

General Mtg.

There is no greater fan of
fly fishing than the worm. –
Patrick F. McManus

This month’s regular events
Board meeting - Sept 19th - 6:00 PM
Western States CAT building on East Trent


Wknd

Potluck Dinner

Breakfast



6

Holiday

General meeting - Sept 26th - 7:00 PM
Wildlife Council Bldg. on North Market
**** Annual Walleye Cook Off ****

27

28

29
CAST for Kids
@
Clear Lake
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October 2012
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

11

12

13

16

17

18

19

20

23

24

25

26

27

All I can say to the kids is if you’ve a problem in fishing or in life, if you talk to
an older person, you’re gonna end up alright, because nine times out of 10, they’ve
been through the same thing. –Rex Hunt

7

07:33
Last Quarter

Columbus
Day

14

15
12:02
New Moon

21

22

Board

03:32
First Quarter

28

29

Meeting

30

31
Halloween

19:50
Full Moon

General
Meeting, Boo

Gear Swap: There is a table available at the General Mee ngs each month for
members to swap/sell/unload no longer needed or wanted SERVICEABLE fishing
related equipment. Large items will need to be approved ahead of me by con‐
tac ng:
Mr. Tom Fischer (509) 926‐2071

This month’s Events


Board meeting - Oct 24th - 6:00 PM
Western States CAT building on East Trent



General meeting - April 25th - 7:00 PM
Wildlife Council Bldg. on North Market,
To be announced.
Not quite lined up yet, but it’ll be good!

Scholars have long known that fishing
eventually turns men into philosophers. Unfortunately, it is almost impossible
to buy decent tackle on a philosopher’s salary.
–Patrick F. McManus
Donors to our tournament raffle

For the best in phones, go to
www.vtechphones.com
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Tourney results
1st Brian Coe/Todd Priddy 25.80
2nd Rick Rovigno/Mike Cook 24.94
3rd Jason Romig/Mike Patton 23.08

Big Stringer Day 1 B. Coe/T. Priddy 19.60
Big Fish Day 1 K. Priddy/B. Priddy 7.42
Big Stringer Day 2 J. Romig/M.Patton 12.62
Big Fish Day 2 Rick Sutherland & Tom Morrow with a 5.30#
Cabelas Sportsman Award Kirby Irvin
Lowrance Lucky Dawg & Fetha Stkx Rod winners Larry & Raul Harnasch

Another great raffle sponsor

Members Greg and Allan grabbed the
Air Force guys (helping at the tourney
launch) for a few hours of fishing.
They had a great time,
as the smile indicates.
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By

Bob Ploof

Brought to us by the sponsors indicated

Fall Fishing-Locations and Electronics
During the fall, two of the quickest methods for locating a bunch of walleyes is the selection of appropriate
seasonal locations and the effective use of your electronics. During this period, search for structural elements
that offer walleyes quick access to deep water. Often times these locations will be points, flats or off-shore
humps with steep break lines or edges. Water depth can vary greatly and is frequently dictated by seasonal
movements and environmental conditions. During the fall and into the winter, depth can range from less than
10 feet to over 50 feet, depending on the circumstances, time of day (or night) and the structure. Conditions
permitting, the typical scenario includes walleyes moving into shallow water late in the evening until early
morning then, heading toward deeper water for the remainder of the day. Another consideration is the weeds.
As the weeds begin to die, oxygen levels decrease in the shallows. As a result, walleyes foraging in these locations spend less time in the skinny water as fall progresses and oxygen levels diminish even further.
One of the biggest mistakes fisherman make is keeping their sonar unit in the fish ID mode. I’d recommend
using the manual mode and increasing the sensitivity until you begin to receive a fair amount of “clutter” on
your screen. How and/or where you look for walleyes with your sonar will depend on several factors including
the type of structural element you’re looking at and the depth of the water. Regardless, walleyes are often
found laying belly to the bottom and could be easily missed without having your sonar unit adjusted correctly.
The shallowest walleyes can be extremely difficult to locate with your electronics because the range you scan
is greatly reduced. Additionally, this time of year the water is normally very clear and shallow fish can be very
spooky. If you’re in the shallows your sonar unit is more likely to be used to remain on structure or a depth
line than to locate fish. Shallow to me means anything inside of ten to approximately fifteen feet depending on
the conditions.
As you get outside of the really shallow stuff and venture into deeper water, the “fish finding” capabilities of
a good depth finder really come into play. At depths beyond fifteen feet you can more often “find fish” with
your electronics and I really begin to keep my eyes glued to my sonar. Finding and fishing for walleyes locat-
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ed on deep structure can be a slow process. As an example, if you’re fishing an off-shore hump you’d be remiss if you didn’t thoroughly search the entire structural element. Look on the top, on the sides/breaks and at
the base for marble eyes holding close to the bottom. As you scan these locations it may take several passes
over the same area before you’re certain there aren’t any fish present. It’s hard to explain but a fish holding
tight to a quick break can be easily missed.
One of the many pointers fellow club member John Carruth gave me years ago is to pay attention to the overall activity level of the area your fishing. Here’s the point. Not marking fish is common for many of the bodies of water we fish, particularly Lake Roosevelt. Just because you’re not marking fish doesn’t mean they’re
not there. One example of an “Activity Indicator” might be marking on your sonar unit what appears to be a
cloud or series of clouds. What you’re probably looking at
is either emerging insects or schools of tiny baitfish. If
there’s food, the likelihood of having at least a few fish in
the immediate area greatly increases. If you are marking
what appears to be bait, try looking a little deeper for fish
that are holding just below the “cloud”.
That’s all for this newsletter. I certainly hope you find my
perspective on fall fishing helpful in putting a few more
walleyes in the livewell. As always, don’t forget to perform
CPR on your trophy fish. That’s right…CPR. Catch, Photograph and Release. Trophy fish are a rare commodity.
With your help in releasing the trophies and educating others to do the same, we’ll continue to have world class fishery for many years to come.

J & J LUBE
Tight Lines and Calm Seas,

Bob Ploof

The name has changed:
Walleye (Sander vitreus vitreus, formerly Stizostedion vitreum vitreum)
Bring your better half to the annual Balls and Chain charity fundraiser walleye
fishing tournament will be held at Kettle Falls on the Fourth Saturday of September (22nd) Early registration, which is discounted, runs through 9/12 and is only
$150/couple. You can get all of the information, FAQS, paperwork, and history of
the event on their website at www.ballsandchain.org

You can register as either a two, or four person boat. Hourly big fish prizes and
more. Post fishing dinner is included in your registration and is held behind TJs in
Kettle Falls. Fun for all
TOURNAMENT DIRECTORS Give us a call.
Ron Charlton (509) 675-5588
Don Ghramm (509) 680-1650
Kelly Charlton (509) 675-5750
Anne Ghramm (509) 680-0410
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Making your own lures with Wire Leaders
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Randy Renner

The reasons we make their own lures are as wide and varied as individuals who make them. I got started in the 60’s out of
necessity - we had no sources around Anchorage for much of anything unless one was into commercial fishing, so we did the
best we could from mail order sources trying to imitate the fish’s food or imitate a threat from a smaller fish after eggs.
The king salmon was the biggest challenge (no pun intended) because of their size - in the beginning we tried the biggest flat
fish that Kautzke made and also a plug with a stinger. Sockeye were a no brainer because they were not considered a sport
fish as they would not take a lure, so the only way to catch one of them was to either net or snag. Today, I make my own lures
because it seems that 95% of the artificial bait is made to catch fisherman, not fish. Also, most of the stuff for sale is too
weak to withstand more than a few good fights and then either the hook opens up or some other gear failure and it’s bye, bye,
fishy.
When I retired in the 90’s and headed for the northwest coast, the lure of the day for salmon and/or steelhead was some
type of spinner or spin ‘n’ glo. The products available were usually made from .024-.026 wire and would either fail during the
first hook up or definitely by the second fish - a little of that went a long way as the Gods who determine how many fish we
get a day were not very generous where I usually fished. I bench mounted a pair of vice grips and began making my own spinners using .034 size wire - some of my early spinners are still viable and useable for coastal river fishing.
We moved to Spokane two years ago looking forward to some major walleye fishing. Most of the terminal tackle available
for walleye use some form of a spinner/blade attached to a clevis, which will nick monofilament line in fairly short order - the
solution I’ve found is 30# steel wire. So whether it’s a smile, (no clevis) or an Indiana, or Colorado, blade I don’t have to worry
about line failure. I have not tried florocarbon as yet because of all the warnings - keep out of the sun, don’t kink, don’t use
more than one year, etc. In addition to the durability issue, there is flexibility - it takes only a few minutes to come up with
any combination one can imagine - the best example of this is reading one of Greg Koch’s fishing reports wherein he mentions
Jim “K’s” blue beads topped with a smile blade. We had just spent the whole day trolling up and down the river north and south
of Kettle Falls with very little catching and only a few hits - we went back to camp, re-read the fishing report and I tied one
up - the next morning we tried the Colville arm, but was skeptical about the fishing due to the muddy run-off, but tried it anyway - limit city and the next morning with the water just as muddy the first fish in the boat was a 27.5” one. After several
days of fishing the results were the Jim “K” lure outscored all my others 6:1.
Tying a jig is not as easy as the beads and blades lure (like Lindy Lures), but then they don’t have to be perfect either, just
good. There is enough information available on the net, in videos, books, etc., that should be more than sufficient to show how.
So you make a few mistakes, big deal. When all else fails, buy a lure and copy it - I’m doing that right now in an effort to make
my own crank bait and it’s a great tool to compare the action in the water.
There are plenty of sources for making our own lures. My main source is Jann’s Net Craft in Ohio. Also, locally I’ve found
“stuff” at Swede’s, White Elephant, Mack’s, Big Wally’s, Wholesale Sports, etc. I do buy glass beads from Beads Galore in
Tempe, Az. when making larger spinners. The materials for the “JK/Greg” lure are (1) treble hook, (2) snelled/drop shot hook,
(3) 3 sleeves, (4) 2’ 30# wire, (5) hollow metal bead, (6) smile blade, (7) 4 plastic beads, 6-8mm, (8) wedding ring, (9) snap
swivel. Sometimes I put a float ahead of the stinger hook to raise it a bit. The material list for a jig is a little shorter and
colors and sizes depend on whether the target fish is walleye or steelhead. Basically it’s a 1/8 or 1/4oz jig head painted, with
eyes. Use dyed buck tail hair or marabou feathers tied onto the jig head with yarn or 6/0-8/0 thread - there are an endless
variety of colors
available that should
please the most discriminating fish out
there. p.s. I make
my own jams and jellies too. RR
I’ll put a few of
my lures in my pocket
for the meetings this
fall - I’m always open
for new ideas!
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You already know how to fix up your fillet, so lets dig some sides.
Send in one of your favorite recipes to share with the club next newsletter,or we’ll get more pickling recipes!

Buttermilk Coleslaw
"Creamy buttermilk coleslaw that is easy and quick."

Prep Time: 10 Min
Ready In: 40 Min
Original Recipe Yield 12 servings , but easy to cut in half with only one package of coleslaw mixture

Ingredients

 2 cups mayonnaise
 1 cup buttermilk (or use reg milk with added vinegar or even dried
buttermilk mix)


3 tablespoons white sugar

 1 teaspoon celery seed


1/2 teaspoon ground black pepper



2 (16 ounce) packages shredded coleslaw mix



Salt or vinegar to taste if you wish

Directions: In a large bowl, stir together the mayonnaise, buttermilk, sugar, celery seed and black pepper. Fold in the coleslaw mix, and refrigerate until serving. This
tastes best if it is refrigerated for a few hours before serving.

Al Allen's Famous Pickled Fish Recipe
1 1/2 lbs fish, cut into bite sized chunks (no skin)
6 cups water (bottled is best)
1 cup pickling salt (non-iodized)
Heat salt and water until salt dissolves. Cool and pour
over fish in glass bowl. Refrigerate overnight.
Remove fish from brine and rinse in cold water. Wash bowl,
put fish back in, and cover with white vinegar. Refrigerate again 12 hours.
Pickle solution:
1/2 cup white or brown sugar
1/2 cup water
1 cup white vinegar
1 Tblsp mixed pickling spice
4 whole cloves
Large slice of onion
Heat the above ingredients to boiling, and then simmer 15 minutes.
Rinse fish again in cold water and put in glass jar. Add diced onion to suit. Remove large onion
slice from pickling solution and pour solution over fish to cover. Refrigerate 5 days or more..
Stir a couple of times to pickle evenly. Feed to the magpies.
No, no, that is, use within about 6 weeks. George swears this stuff is the best. If anybody
tries this, please forward your review for use in a future newsletter.
Similar recipes say this is a great way to use northern pike Y bone strips, as the pickling process with the vinegar dissolves
those pesky Y bones to an unnoticeable gel.
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Notes:
Banks Lake in the Fall
Fishing Banks Lake in the after summer
months can be very productive. Less pressure from fishermen, cooler weather, and
shorter daylight hours make for some great
fishing.
Banks Lake has 30,000 acres of water and
has everything from flats to humps in the
middle of the flats to sunken islands in the
south end. Lots of drop-offs, mostly hard
rock. Reefs that top out at 15-20 feet down to
50-60 feet.
In my opinion some of the best areas to
fish , starting on the south end going north,
are: on the west wall you will see four waterfalls. The first one we call the Game Sign
Falls, next is about 1/2 mile north known as
Twin Caves and after that is Twin Falls. All of
these spots are good jig spots. One of my
favorite spots is about two miles further north
of Twin Falls called the Pigeon Hole Falls. To
give you a better idea of where this is located
it is across from the Million Dollar mile one
Hwy 155 N. Also Bird Island is just north of
Pigeon Hole.
Continuing North on the east side of the lake
is an area referred to as Rookie Point. For
about three miles this area holds a lot of fish.
Rose Bush Rock is 1/2 way up this flat. You
will also come upon the old road bed, Poplar
Bay, and the clay banks.
Just south of Steamboat Rock across from
the State Park is Barker Flats, Steamboat
Bay (by the park), Jones Bay and Kirks Bay.
These are only a few of the areas and spots
to fish on Banks Lake. If you want to send
me a map, I will mark it and send it back .
We realized several years ago that Walleye
suspend out in open water about 20 to 30
feet down. We use Crank-baits often this time
of the year. If you have any of the old Luhr
Jensen 3/4 ounce power dive crank-baits
they work very well. Unfortunately, the don't
make them anymore so check your crankbait box, if you have them try them. Troll
about 2 1/2 miles per hour about 125 feet
back with 14 lb. Fire line.
This method of fishing works well throughout
the year. Our Walleye tournament this year
was won trolling for suspended fish over 65
feet of water. If your preference is jigging or
pulling spinners, use your favorite color jigs
and try Macks Lures Smile Blades or maybe
Squids with a Bottom walker.
If you have questions or need more info feel
free to contact me by e-mail, phone, or mail.
Gordon Steinmetz
bigwallys@centurytel.net
509-681-0700
36907 Rd J NE

Lake Pend Oreille

continued

from the Post Falls Cabela's store. He
is the first business you come to as you
Your editor and I were talking about pass the "Biker" hangout. His hours are
walleye fishing and he suggested
8:00am to 6:00pm, Monday thru Thursthat I write just a bit about Lake Pend
day. Friday hours are 6:00am to
Oreille walleye. Not sure how this will
6:00pm and Saturday hours will be
go, but here it is.
8:00am to 3:00pm. He is closed on SunLake Pend Oreille has a lot of differday (Fishing Day).
ent game fish in it. Rainbows , lake

trout, bull trout, kokanee, large and
small mouth bass, perch, and walleye.
I normally catch the walleye in and
around 20' of water. The walleye in
here are not small. You will be impressed. The inlet of the Clarks Fork
at spawning time, the Sunnyside area, and the Sandpoint side of the
Long bridge are a few location ideas
for those just starting to explore. I
like using a rooster tail spinner in
black and silver, or red and silver, or
a wedding band with my secret hook
up trick.
Idaho fish and game would like to
get rid of the mac's to lessen their
predation on the kokanee salmon,
and the A.I.P. are the ones that are
paying $15.00 a head on the mac's.
Turn in points for Lake Trout heads
are in Bayview and Hope and are
well marked. Don’t know how long
the bounty will exist. There are bull
trout in the lake too, but be careful as
they are a federally protected species. Be sure to read the regulations.
I belong to this Walleye club, the
bass club, and also the Lake Pend
Oreille Club. The Lake Pend Oreille
club has their own fish hatchery
where the members take care of the
kokanee that get stocked into the
lake. The club just got done building
a fish ladder that leads to the hatchery so they can spawn this fall.
Darren Lindsay
Board Member,
Fish Hatchery Chairman.

Anglers Experience
Seth Burrell has relocated his fishing
tackle business to State Line, ID. His
street address is 6301 W Seltice, Post
Falls ID. It is just down the street

His web site address remains the same
as before and his store is an internet
and walk in store combined so he welcomes you all to stop by and say hello
and let him help you get what you need.
His phone number is 1-509-993-3185.
This article copied from the Lake Roosevelt
Clubs website.

Choosing a Rod
The “power” of a rod refers to how much
pressure it takes to flex the rod. Different
rod powers are engineered to efficiently
handle a certain range of lure weights
and line sizes.
To select a rod power that will perform
best for you, simply narrow your choices
to rods designed to cast the weight of

The “action” of a rod is determined by
where a rod flexes along the blank. Faster
action rods flex mostly near the tip. Moderate action rods flex more near the middle of the blank. Slower action rods flex
down into the butt section.
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Becoming a Believer in Side Imaging
By Jim Kaczmark
This last spring I upgraded the electronics in my boat from an old Lowrance X85 to a new Lowrance HDS Gen-2 and LSS-1, their version of side
imaging. Being a technology junkie, I never doubted my acceptance of this new “toy”, but I am still blown away at how much it has helped my
fishing. Granted, going from a system without integrated mapping, to one with fully integrated mapping alone was a huge benefit. However the
side imaging aspect alone has been a huge benefit to me.
First of all, you “can” and will see fish off of the side of your boat, but you usually will not.
Lowrance named it most appropriately. It is primarily a “Structure-Scan” (their trademark
name), and secondly a side looking fish spotting tool. Fish show up as small white specks on
any side imaging system, not arches. This is because the frequency used on side imaging
actually reflects off a fish’s air bladder, not necessarily the entire fish. Combine this with the
distances some “think” they may be able see fish from, and their fish suddenly become mere
specks when trying to display several hundred feet of bottom on their several inch wide
screen. The best solution to this distance problem is to use a shorter range. Instead of trying
to look out 160’ or more from the sides of your boat, if trying to actually see fish, use a side
imaging range of perhaps 40’-60’ instead. As a result, side imaging is not the best tool for
seeing fish in deeper water because, for example if you are in 40’ of water, your side imaging
won’t begin to show the bottom until it is out 40’ from the side of the boat. Thus, in deeper
water down imaging becomes a better tool at seeing fish on bottom than side imaging. I have
used my down-scan to verify fish around bait, mark the point, and return on a later trolling
pass to catch fish. With side imaging, the best way to see fish is often not by looking for the
fish, but their shadow. When suspended, fish will cast a sonar shadow on the bottom behind
them in the direction of the sonar signal from your transducer. In this case, fish are actually
fairly easy to spot. The one area where it is more do-able to see bottom hugging walleyes is
when they are on a mud or sand bottom. Even in this situation, I am still learning how to spot
them confidently.
So what are the real strengths, or perhaps some real world experiences I have encountered
when using my Structure Scan side imaging? One would be in finding edges of weed beds.
A fisherman could make one side imaging pass of an intended fishing area, and see the edge
of the weeds from a distance, including “points” or “coves” created by the weed edge. You
could then mark the edge of the weed line with waypoints, and then pitch to the edge of the
weed line without ever going near it. The same could be done if following a line of submerged rocky points. Better yet would be to create a “Structure Map” (only available on Lowrance) of the weed line or rocky points.. A Structure
Map uses side imaging to create an image of the bottom structure of a lake (weeds, timber, rock, etc.). It then superimposes this image of the structure of the lake over the depth contour lines on your electronic chart and displays it on your HDS display. It can be saved for replay anytime you
want. On my recent trip to Banks, it was interesting to see exactly how developed the weeds were after last winter’s drawdown. It was equally
educational to electronically map the locations of the thousands of submerged rocks along the Rose Bush shoreline.
While I have not done this yet, side imaging is also a great tool to look for bedding fish. Their beds stick out like a sore thumb from the surrounding terrain, often looking like the dimples of a golf ball on the bottom of a lake. This may be especially useful, say for finding bedding fish in deeper water. Perhaps even water deeper than you can visually see them in. You would have a bonanza all to yourself. Similarly, it is easy to spot any
small depressions, cuts, drops, etc, in the lake bottom as each of these create harsh shadows where the side imaging sonar cannot “see” the back
side of any sharp drop.
On several occasions, I have discovered isolated gravel or rock piles not marked on maps by using my side imaging. Twice in the few months of
ownership of my HDS, I have marked the pile, swung back to it, and hooked a few small mouth bass. One of these days that smallie will turn out to
be a huge walleye thinking he’s safe in his summer hide out.
I have found side imaging especially useful at finding and following changes in bottom composition such as from gravel to mud. Perhaps my best
example to date of my side imaging was from Banks Lake where I used it to follow various submerged roadbeds. I set my range to 120’ (or more)
to each side of the boat. That way, I’d have ample time to take care of tending to my rods, or reeling in a fish. I could then look up and very clearly
see the roadbed to one side of the boat or other if I had worked my way off of it without loosing it. The roadbeds usually, being a harder surface,
appear as a brighter return than the ground surrounding it. However lets look at one example.
Looking at the attached screen shot of my HDS, you actually see two roadbeds paralleling each other. This is off of the Rose Bush shoreline. One
is rail grade, the other an auto roadbed. The driving surface of the roadbed to the right is seen as a harder surface than it’s adjoining areas (brighter
return on the side imaging). The roadbed to the left has harder shoulders than its “driving surface”, and areas around it. The right shoulder of this
roadbed may appear brighter (stronger return signal) because it is possibly slanting towards my transducer, thereby reflecting the sonar signal more
efficiently. However the left shoulder of this roadbed appears brighter also, and it would always be either level-ish with the roadbed or slanting
away from the boat and would usually appear darker due to weaker signal return. Thus I deduced that the shoulders are actually harder material
than the actual roadbed. A quick quiz. How many fish are shown on the lake bottom in the 4X zoomed window on the sonar (83 kHz)? I initially
thought one, but there are two as can be confirmed by the two very small brighter dots on the downscan image corresponding to the sonar image.
(Hope this can be seen when this is document is printed.) With this additional information, I could then make out the two sonar arches near the
bottom instead of one.
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One time, over a two day period, I fished the roadbed south of Steamboat. Both days, there were two other boats trolling the same area. During
this time I firmly believe side imaging played a major roll in us putting perhaps three fish to their one in our boat because I was able to precisely
troll the areOn Banks, as a result of my electronics, I was able to precisely do a slight zig zag pattern from just past one shoulder of various roadbeds to the othera.
With about six months of side imaging experience, I’d have to say that on just under half of my trips, it has assisted me to bring more fish in the
boat. This may have been from finding precise structure, being able to more efficiently fish an area, or simply from an increased confidence level
while on the water. I am sure you would find similar results too, even if you are not confident in the “rumored” capabilities of side imaging.
Looking at the attached screen shot of my HDS, you actually see two roadbeds paralleling each other. This is off of the Rose Bush shoreline. One
is rail grade, the other an auto roadbed. The driving surface of the roadbed to the right is seen as a harder surface than it’s adjoining areas (brighter
return on the side imaging). The roadbed to the left has harder shoulders than its “driving surface”, and areas around it. The right shoulder of this
roadbed may appear brighter (stronger return signal) because it is possibly slanting towards my transducer, thereby reflecting the sonar signal more
efficiently. However the left shoulder of this roadbed appears brighter also, and it would always be either level-ish with the roadbed or slanting
away from the boat and would usually appear darker due to weaker signal return. Thus I deduced that the shoulders are actually harder material
than the actual roadbed. A quick quiz. How many fish are shown on the lake bottom in the 4X zoomed window on the sonar (83 kHz)? I initially
thought one, but there are two as can be confirmed by the two very small brighter dots on the downscan image corresponding to the sonar image.
(Hope this can be seen when this is document is printed.) With this additional information, I could then make out the two sonar arches near the
bottom instead of one.
On Banks, as a result of my electronics, I was able to precisely do a slight zig zag pattern from just past one shoulder of various roadbeds to the
other. One time, over a two day period, I fished the roadbed south of Steamboat. Both days, there were two other boats trolling the same area.
During this time I firmly believe side imaging played a major roll in us putting perhaps three fish to their one in our boat because I was able to
precisely troll the area.
With about six months of side imaging experience, I’d have to say that on just under half of my trips, it has assisted me to bring more fish in the
boat. This may have been from finding precise structure, being able to more efficiently fish an area, or simply from an increased confidence level
while on the water. I am sure you would find similar results too, even if you are not confident in the “rumored” capabilities of side imaging.
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